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Pressure Drop in Rectangular
Microchannels as Compared With
Theory Based on Arbitrary Cross
Section
Pressure driven liquid flow through rectangular cross-section microchannels is investi-
gated experimentally. Polydimethylsiloxane microchannels are fabricated using soft li-
thography. Pressure drop data are used to characterize the friction factor over a range of
aspect ratios from 0.13 to 0.76 and Reynolds number from 1 to 35 with distilled water as
working fluid. Results are compared with the general model developed to predict the fully
developed pressure drop in arbitrary cross-section microchannels. Using available theo-
ries, effects of different losses, such as developing region, minor flow contraction and
expansion, and streaming potential on the measured pressure drop, are investigated.
Experimental results compare well with the theory based on the presure drop in channels
of arbitrary cross section. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3077143�
Introduction
Advances in microfabrication make it possible to build micro-

hannels with micrometer dimensions. Micro- and minichannels
how potential and have been incorporated in a wide variety of
nique, compact, and efficient cooling applications in microelec-
ronic devices �1�. These microheat exchangers or heat sinks fea-
ure extremely high heat transfer surface area per unit volume
atios, high heat transfer coefficients, and low thermal resistances.
n biological and life sciences, microchannels are used widely for
nalyzing biological materials such as proteins, DNA, cells, em-
ryos, and chemical reagents �2�. Various microsystems, such as
icroheat sinks, microbiochips, microreactors, and micronozzles

ave been developed in recent years �3–6�. Since microchannels
re usually integrated into these microsystems, it is important to
etermine the characteristics of the fluid flow in microchannels for
etter design of various microflow devices.

In parallel to the recent advances in microfluidic devices, mi-
rofabrication techniques have evolved. Some of the important
abrication techniques include lithography �soft and photolithog-
aphy�, lamination, injection molding, hot embossing, laser micro-
achining, and electrochemical or ultrasonic technologies

2,7–10�. Together with new methods of fabrication, it is possible
o exploit certain fundamental differences between the physical
roperties of fluids moving in large channels and those traveling
hrough micrometer-scale channels �2�. In recent years, a large
umber of papers have reported pressure drop data for laminar
ully developed flow of liquids in microchannels with various
ross sections �11–32�. Rectangular cross sections have been ex-
ensively studied as they are employed in many applications
11–16�. However, published results are often inconsistent. Some
uthors reported a huge deviation from the conventional theories
nd attributed it to an early onset of laminar to turbulent flow
ransition or surface phenomena such as surface roughness, elec-
rokinetic forces, viscous heating effects, and microcirculation
ear the wall �12–26�.

Jiang et al. �28� conducted an experimental investigation of
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water flow through different microchannel cross sections includ-
ing circular, rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular. The hydraulic
diameter of microchannels varied from 8 �m to 42 �m. They
collected experimental data with the Reynolds number ranging
from 0.1 to 2, and concluded that there was less influence of the
cross-sectional shape on the microflow in the microchannel and
that the experimental data agreed well with the prediction of the
conventional theory. Baviere et al. �29� performed an experimen-
tal study on the water flow through smooth rectangular micro-
channels. Their channels were made of a silicon engraved sub-
strate anodically bonded to a Pyrex cover. Their results showed
that in smooth microchannels, the friction law is correctly pre-
dicted by conventional theories. Judy et al. �15� and Bucci et al.
�30� showed that their experimental results were in good agree-
ment with conventional theories in the laminar regime. Also Wu
and Cheng �31�, Liu and Garimella �32�, and Gao et al. �33�
reported good agreement between experimental data with conven-
tional theories.

Low Reynolds numbers characterize many microscale liquid
flows �34�. Hence, nonlinear terms in the Navier–Stokes equation
disappear for fully developed flow, resulting in Poisson’s equation

�2u =
1

�

dp

dz
, u = 0 on � �1�

where u is the fluid velocity, z is the flow direction, and � is the
perimeter of the channel. Exact solution for Eq. �1� in rectangular
cross-section channels can be found in fluid mechanics textbooks
such as Ref. �35�. The original analytical solution for the mean
velocity in rectangular channels is in the form of a series, but it
has been shown that using the first term of the series results in
errors less than 0.7%.

Recently, Bahrami et al. �1,36� developed a general model for
prediction of pressure drop in microchannels of arbitrary cross
section. Using the analytical solution of elliptical duct and the
concept of Saint-Venant principal in torsion �37�, they showed that
the Poiseuille number, f Re�A, is a function of the polar moment
of inertia, IP, area, A, and perimeter of the cross section of the
channel, �. Their model showed good agreement with experimen-
tal and numerical data for a wide variety of channel cross sections
such as rectangular, trapezoidal, triangular, circular, and moon

shaped.
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However, they �1,36� did not perform any experiment to verify
his model, thus they could not investigate all issues and effects of
ifferent parameters. As a result the goal of the present work is to
ndependently validate the general model of Bahrami et al. �1,36�.

oreover, effects of different parameters, including microchannel
imensions, minor and developing region losses, viscous heating,
lectroviscous phenomena, and channel deformation on the mea-
ured pressure drop, have been discussed. By successfully validat-
ng the model, it will be used in more complicated channel geom-
tries such as variable cross-section microchannels.

Theory
Selection of the characteristic length is an arbitrary choice and

ill not affect the final solution. However, an appropriate length
cale leads to more consistent results, especially when a general
ross section is considered. A circular duct is fully described with
ts diameter, thus the obvious length scale is the diameter �or
adius�. For noncircular cross sections, the selection is not as
lear; many textbooks and researchers have conventionally chosen
he hydraulic diameter as the characteristic length. Yovanovich
38� introduced the square root of area as a characteristic length
cale for heat conduction and convection problems. Later, Muzy-
hka and Yovanovich �39� proposed the use of �A for the fully
eveloped flow in noncircular ducts. Bahrami et al. �1,37� showed
hat the square root of area appears in the solution of fully devel-
ped flow in noncircular ducts. They also compared both Dh and
A and observed that using �A as the characteristic length scale

esults in similar trends in Poiseuille number for microchannels
ith a wide variety of cross sections. Therefore, in this study, �A

s selected consistently as the length scale throughout the analysis.
According to the model of Bahrami et al. �1�, pressure drop of

aminar fully developed flow in arbitrary cross-section microchan-
els can be obtained from

�P = 16�2�QIp
� L

A2 �2�

here Ip
� = Ip /A is the specific polar momentum of inertia of the

icrochannel cross section, �=4�W+H� is the microchannel
ross-section perimeter, L is the fully developed length, and Q is
he the volumetric flow rate. Substituting for the geometrical pa-
ameters in Eq. �2� for microchannels of rectangular cross section
nd the definition of the Poiseuille number yields �1�

f Re�A =
4�2�1 + �2�

3���1 + ��
�3�

As can be seen the only parameter effects the Poiseuille number
n rectangular channels is the cross-section aspect ratio, consistent
ith previous works �35,40�. For rectangular microchannels, two

symptotes can be recognized, i.e., very narrow rectangular and
quare channels

f Re�A =
4�2

3��
; � → 0

f Re�A = 13.16; � = 1 �4�

Experimental Setup

3.1 Chemicals and Materials. De-ionized water was used as
he testing liquid. SU-8 photoresist �Microchem, Newton, MA�
nd diacetone-alcohol developer solution �Sigma-Aldrich, St.
ouis, MO� were used in the making of the positive relief masters
y the procedure outlined below. Polydimethylsiloxane �PDMS�
asts were prepared by thoroughly mixing the base and curing
gent at a 10:1 ratio as per the manufacturer’s instructions for the
ylgard 184 silicon elastomer kit �Dow Corning, Midland, MI�.
aution was used to avoid contact between the liquid PDMS and
atex rubber �gloves�, as this was found to inhibit curing �41�.
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3.2 Microfabrication. The PDMS/PDMS microchannels
used in this study have been manufactured using the soft lithog-
raphy technique �42� described by Erickson et al. �41�. A sche-
matic of the process is provided in Fig. 1. Photomasks were de-
signed by AUTOCAD software2 and printed with a 3500DPI printer
�Island Graphics Ltd., Victoria, BC, Canada�. Masters containing
the desired microchannel pattern have been made by spin coating
of SU-8 negative photoresist on a glass slide to the desired thick-
ness. The photoresist film was then hardened through a two-stage
direct contact pre-exposure bake procedure �65°C for 5 min and
95°C for 30 min� and exposed to UV light for 100 s through the
mask containing the channel pattern. A two-stage postexposure
bake procedure �65°C for 5 min and 95°C for 30 min� was then
used to enhance cross linking in the exposed portion of the film.
The slide was then placed in quiescent developer solution for 10
min to dissolve the unexposed photoresist, leaving a positive relief
containing the microchannel pattern.

Liquid PDMS was then poured over the master and exposed to
vacuum condition �1 h� to extract all the bubbles in it and cured at
85°C for 15–20 min yielding a negative cast of the microchannel
pattern. An enclosed microchannel was then formed by bonding
the PDMS cast with another piece of PDMS via plasma treatment.

Five microchannels were made with a range of aspect ratios,
0.13���0.76, and tested in this study. Dimensions of the micro-
channels are shown in Table 1. The channels’ names in the table
indicate the channel material, cross-sectional shape, and the aspect
ratio �i.e., PPR-0.13 corresponds to the PDMS/PDMS chip with
rectangular cross section and the aspect ratio of 0.13�. As can be
seen, channels were designed long enough so that fully developed
flow is dominant. Since the microchannel dimensions have a ma-
jor effect on the friction factor calculation �13,15,33�, a destruc-
tive careful measurement was performed after the experiments.
Channels were cut carefully at three random cross sections. The
cutting lines were perpendicular to the channel to ensure a 90 deg
viewing angle. Dimensions of the channel were measured by an
image processing method. To do so, a Leica DMI 6000B �Leica
Microsystems, Richmond Hill, ON, Canada� microscope with a
10�, 0.4 N.A. objective was used. Images of the channel cross

2

Fig. 1 Schematic of the soft lithography technique
www.usa.autodesk.com.
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ection were captured by a high resolution high sensitivity CCD
amera �Hamamatsu Orca AG, NJ� and imported into a photo
diting software, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 8.0. Dimensions of the chan-
el were then measured by pixel counting. Size of each pixel was
alibrated using a known dimension provided by the microscope
mage acquisition software. Accuracy of this method was found to
e �3.6 �m. Due to the microfabrication process, the microchan-
el cross section has some deviations from the rectangular shape.
eight and width measurements were conducted at different ran-
om positions for each cross section and the average value was
etermined. This measurement was also performed at several
ross sections. Mean values are reported in Table 1. It was ob-
erved that both microchannel depth and width were different
rom the expected values in the fabrication process. From our
easurements, channel height, and width deviated less than 4%

nd 3% from the designed sizes, respectively. Since smooth sur-
aces were observed by the image processing technique described
bove, the roughness of the channels was estimated to be less than
he accuracy of the image processing method. Hence, the relative
hannel roughness �channel roughness/channel length scale� was
ound to be less than 3%. As a result the effect of roughness on the
ressure drop of the fully developed flow can be neglected �27�.

3.3 Experimental Procedure. An open loop syringe pump
ystem, as illustrated in Fig. 2, was designed for this work. A
yringe pump �Harvard Apparatus, QC, Canada� provided con-
tant flow rate with �0.5% accuracy. A range of Reynolds num-
ers was covered by changing the volumetric flow rate from
0 �l /min to 240 �l /min. Water was forced to flow through a
ubmicron filter �Aktreingeselchaf Co., Germany� before entering
he channel. To measure the pressure drop, a gauge pressure trans-
ucer �Omega Inc., Laval, QC, Canada� was fixed at the channel
nlet while the channel outlet was opened to the atmosphere. Te-
on tubing �Scientific Products And Equipment, North York, ON,
anada� was employed to connect the pressure transducer to the

yringe pump and the microchannel. Measured pressure was then
onitored and recorded with a computerized data acquisition sys-

Table 1 Dimensions of the fabricated microchannels

hannel
Width, 2W

��m�
Depth, 2H

��m�
Length, L

�mm� �=H /W LD,max /L
�%�

PR-0.13 780 110 50 0.13 3.47
PR-0.17 581 101 50 0.17 4.03
PR-0.4 480 192 58.8 0.4 5.55
PR-0.6 189 113 55.5 0.6 6.75
PR-0.76 134 103 50 0.76 7.86
Fig. 2 Schematic of the test section
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tem �LABVIEW 8.5, National Instruments, USA3�. The flow was
considered to have reached a steady state condition when the read-
ings of the pressure drop did not change with time. For a given
channel, the measurement of pressure drop was repeated three
times for each flow rate. An arithmetic averaging method �43� was
performed to determine the final results.

4 Analysis of Experimental Data
Reynolds number was calculated knowing the volumetric flow

rate, Q, and the cross-sectional area, A, from

Re�A =
	Q

��A
�5�

Viscous dissipation effect was neglected since the dimension-
less number 4 Ec�L�f Re�A� /Re�A=0.006 is much smaller than
1. The value of �Tref=1°C was used to calculate the Eckert num-
ber, Ec, for water as a working fluid �26�. Hence, the properties of
the water was assumed to be constant.

Total measured pressure drop during the experiment, �Pmeasured
is

�Pmeasured = �Pc + �Pin + �PD + �PFD + �Pex + 2�Pb + �Pev

�6�

where �Pc is the pressure loss due to the flow in the connecting
tubes, �Pin and �Pex are the inlet and exit losses, �PD is the
developing region loss, �PFD is the pressure drop in the fully
developed region, �Pb is the pressure drop due to 90 deg bends,
and �Pev is the pressure drop corresponds to the electroviscous
effect. Since fully developed pressure drop is the focus of this
study, right hand side losses except �PFD must be subtracted from
the measured pressure drop.

4.1 Connecting Tube Pressure Loss, �Pc. The connecting
tube pressure drop includes the losses due to all fittings and the
capillary tube from the transducer to the microchannel inlet. We
measured this loss directly at each flow rate when there was no
microchannel at the end of the tubing. The measurements were
carefully conducted with the conditions identical to the case when
a microchannel was added to the end of the connecting tube to
avoid the effects of hydrostatic pressure.

4.2 Developing Region, �PD. Since the viscous boundary
layer inherently grows faster in microchannels than in macros-
cales, the developing region in most cases is negligible. There are
few references that can be found in literature, in which the effect
of inlet region was considered �40,44,45�. Phillips �44� showed
that the length of the hydrodynamic developing region, LD, de-
pends on the aspect ratio of rectangular cross-section microchan-
nels; the higher the aspect ratio, the longer the developing length.
Maximum value of LD can be obtained from Eq. �7�

LD =
4�

�1 + ��2

	Q

�
�7�

This equation shows that the developing length depends on the
flow rate and the channel aspect ratio. The higher the aspect ratio
and/or flow rate, the higher the developing length. Ratio of the
maximum developing length over the total length of the micro-
channel is listed in Table 1 for different channels. Obviously this
length occurs in the maximum flow rate. Pressure drop associated
with the entrance region after changing the length scale to �A is
�46�

�PD =
�f Re�A��Q�

2A�A
LD + K

	Q2

2A2 �8�

where K=0.6796+1.2197�+3.3089�2−9.5921�3+8.9089�4

3
www.ni.com.
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2.9959�5.
In Eq. �8�, f Re�A was calculated based on the measured pres-

ure drop. Table 2 lists the relative pressure loss of the developing
egion with respect to the measured pressure drop. As can be seen,
he values are small, less than 0.3%, and can be neglected for the
ange of Reynolds numbers studied in this work �1�Re�A�35�.
or the higher Reynolds numbers �Re�100�, the developing pres-
ure drop, �PD, was found to be less than 2% of the fully devel-
ped pressure drop obtained from Eq. �3�.

4.3 Minor Losses, �Pmin. Other pressure losses associated
ith the measured pressure drop are inlet, exit, and bend losses.
hese losses are usually obtained from the traditional relation-
hips used in macroscale �15,44,46,47�. Phillips �44� showed that
he minor pressure losses can be obtained from

�Pmin = �Pin + �Pex + 2�Pb =
	Q2

2A
�Kc + Ke + 2Kb� A

At
	2


�9�

here A and At are the channel and connecting tube cross-
ectional areas, respectively. Kb is the loss coefficient for the
end, and Kc and Ke represent the contraction and expansion loss
oefficients due to area changes. Phillips �44� recommended Kb to
e approximately 1.2 for a 90 deg bend. Assuming equal cross-
ectional areas for the channel and connecting tubes and also
aximum possible values for Kc and Ke �48�, relative minor

osses with respect to the measured pressure drop are listed in
able 3. As can be seen, these losses are negligible compared with

he measured pressure drop. For higher Reynolds numbers �Re
100�, minor pressure drop, �Pmin, was found to be less than 5%

f the fully developed pressure drop obtained from Eq. �3�.

4.4 Electroviscous Effect, �Pev. When a liquid is forced
hrough a narrow channel under an applied pressure gradient, the
ounterions in the diffusive layer of EDL �electric double layer�
re moving toward the downstream end and a potential gradient is
nduced in the flow �49�. This so called streaming potential acts to

able 2 Ratio of the developing region pressure drop over the
easured pressure drop of the microchannel

�PD /�Pmeasured
�%�

Q
��l /min� �=0.13 �=0.17 �=0.4 �=0.6 �=0.76

40 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.04
60 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06
80 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
100 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.07 0.10
120 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.11
240 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.24

able 3 Ratio of the minor pressure loss over the measured
ressure drop of the microchannel

�Pmin /�Pmeasured
�%�

Q
��l /min� �=0.13 �=0.17 �=0.4 �=0.6 �=0.76

40 0.04 0.04 0.12 0.09 0.11
60 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.17
80 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.17 0.23
100 0.08 0.07 0.21 0.22 0.28
120 0.09 0.10 0.19 0.25 0.35
240 0.16 0.24 0.35 0.51 0.70
41202-4 / Vol. 131, APRIL 2009
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drive the counterions in the diffuse layer of the EDL to move in
the direction opposite to the pressure-driven flow. The overall re-
sult is a reduced flow rate for a constant pressure gradient or
increase in pressure drop for a given flow rate. This phenomenon,
which gives the appearance of an increased viscosity, �a, is called
the electroviscous effect �50�. The ratio of this apparent viscosity
to the actual fluid viscosity for circular cross-section capillaries
can be found from �50�

�a

�
� 1 +

32�


bD2�eo
2 �10�

where D is the capillary diameter, � is the fluid viscosity, 
b is the
liquid electrical conductivity, and a is the radius of the capillary.
�eo=�0�r� /� is the electro-osmotic mobility, where �0=8.854
�10−12 C2 V−1 m−1 is the permittivity of vacuum, �r=78.3 is the
relative permittivity for water at 25°C �49�, and � is the zeta
potential of the surface. Approximating the rectangular cross-
section microchannel with a capillary of the same cross-sectional
area, 
b=5.6�10−6 S m−1 �51� and �eo=5.9�10−8 m2 V−1 s−1

�52� for PDMS, value of �a /� was found to be less than 1.03 for
the channel sizes in this study.

4.5 Effect of Channel Deformation Under Pressure-Driven
Flow. Effect of channel deformation becomes important since it
can change the microchannel cross-sectional area and as a result
the pressure drop. In all equations used in Secs. 1–3, we assumed
that the channel cross section did not change under pressure-
driven flow. Few works have discussed the importance of bulk
deformation in rectangular microchannels. Holden et al. �53� mea-
sured the PDMS bulk deformation under high pressure drops
��1 bar� using the change in fluorescence intensity. Gervais et al.
�54� studied the elastic deformation of PDMS microchannels un-
der imposed flow rates. They demonstrated that the channel de-
formation can effect the the laminar flow profile and pressure
distribution within the channels with low aspect ratios and high
pressure drops. In a bulged microchannel, measured pressure drop
no longer changes linearly with the flow rate �53�. This is because
the microchannel cross section varies due to deformation, and for
a constant flow rate, pressure drop changes. Figure 3 shows the
variation in the channel pressure drop with flow rate for present
work. Experimental results properly follow the linear behavior of
theoretical profiles. Thus one can conclude that the channel defor-
mation has negligible effect on the results in this work. However,
a careful experimental and theoretical investigation is required to
study the effect of the channel deformation on the pressure drop of
moderate and high aspect ratio rectangular cross-section micro-
channels.

4.6 Uncertainty Analysis. A careful analysis of the experi-
mental uncertainty in this study is critical to the interpretation of
experimental data of Poiseuille number, Po, and exploration of
deviations from the macroscale theory. Neglecting the developing
region, minor losses, electroviscous effects, and considering that
the channel deformation is not significant, the experimental Poi-
seuille number can be obtained from

Poexp =
4

�Q
�A2�A

L�
	�PFD �11�

where �PFD=�Pmeasured−�Pc. The uncertainty associated with
Poexp based on the measured variables, and the method provided
in Ref. �43� is then given by

�Poexp

Poexp
= ����P

�P
	2

+ ��L

L
	2

+ ���

�
	2

+
25

4
��A

A
	2

+ ��Q

Q
	2
1/2

�12�

where � values indicate uncertainty associated with each variable
as subscribed, �A=4��H�W�2+ �W�H�2�1/2 and ��=4��W

2 +�H
2 �1/2
�see Appendix for details of calculations�. In this equation we
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ssumed that the fluid properties remained constant. Equation �12�
hows that the channel dimensions play an important role in de-
ermination of uncertainty by effecting three terms. Also for small
eynolds numbers, the accuracy of the flow rate becomes more

ignificant. The uncertainty in the measurement of each parameter
s listed in Table 4. Using Eq. �12� minimum uncertainties for the
amples of PPR-0.13, PPR-0.17, PPR-0.4, PPR-0.6, and PPR-0.76
re 8.7%, 9.3%, 8.9%, 9.3%, and 11.1%, respectively.

Results and Discussion
Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison between friction factor

btained from Eq. �3�, the solid line, and experimental data for
wo typical samples of PPR-0.13 and PPR-0.76, respectively. As
hown, the trend and the values of experimental data are well
redicted by the theoretical model. Consistent with the laminar
ow in channels friction factor decreases with the Reynolds num-
er.

Variation in the Poiseuille number, f Re�A, with the Reynolds
umber for different channels is shown in Fig. 6. Experimental
ata are normalized by the analytical model obtained from Eq. �3�.
he solid line shows the analytical model. From Eq. �3�, it is clear

hat the Poiseuille number does not depend on the Reynolds num-
er and it only varies with the aspect ratio of the channel cross
ection. The same trend can be observed in the experimental data.
arge deviations from this trend in the very low Reynolds num-
ers attributed to the large uncertainties occur due to small flow
ates and pressure drops. The Reynolds number can be a result of
he small cross-sectional area and/or flow rate, with both param-
ters increasing the uncertainty in the value of the Poiseuille num-
er, see Eq. �12�. As can be seen, most of the experimental points
all within �10% bounds of the analytical model.

Table 4 Uncertainty values for measured parameters

arameter Uncertainty

P �0.25% of full scale
�0.02 mm
�3.6 �m
�3.6 �m
�0.5%

ig. 3 Channel pressure drop as a function of flow rate. Lines
how the theoretical prediction of pressure drop using Eq. „3…
nd symbols show the experimental data.
ournal of Fluids Engineering
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Another comparison of the present experimental work with ana-
lytical model is illustrated in Fig. 7. Since the Poiseuille number,
f Re�A, remains constant for the laminar regime as the Reynolds
number varies, the experimental data for each set were averaged
over the laminar region. The �10% bounds of the model are also
shown in the plot to better demonstrate the agreement between the
data and the model.

As shown in Eq. �3�, the Poiseuille number, f Re�A, is only a
function of the aspect ratio, which is a geometrical parameter.
This dependency is plotted in Fig. 8. Averaged values over the
studied range of the Reynolds number were used in this plot. It
can be observed that for smaller aspect ratios, the Poiseuille num-
ber, f Re�A, increases sharply. To better show the trend of the
analytical model, two asymptotes of very narrow and square cross
sections are also included in Fig. 8. As can be seen, when �→0,
parallel plate, the Poiseuille number asymptotically approaches
4�2 /3��.

Fig. 4 Variation in friction factor with Reynolds number for
sample no. PPR-0.13

Fig. 5 Variation in friction factor with Reynolds number for

sample no. PPR-0.76
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It is beneficial to compare the results of present work with the
xisting data of rectangular microchannels. Data were collected
rom the works of Wu and Cheng �31�, Lu and Garimella �32�,
nd Gao et al. �33�. As shown in Fig. 9, the collected data cover a
ide range of the aspect ratio for almost three decades. The solid

ine represents the analytical model of Bahrami et al. �1�. As can
e seen, the analytical model agrees well with the experimental
ata over the wide range of microchannel cross-section aspect
atio.

Summary and Conclusions
The general model developed by Bahrami et al. �1,36� was

xperimentally validated for the case of rectangular cross-section
icrochannels. Frictional pressure drop measurements were con-

ucted over a range of Reynolds numbers from 1 to 35 for rect-
ngular cross-section microchannels fabricated with soft lithogra-
hy method in the aspect ratio range of 0.13���0.76. A careful
easurement of pressure drop and channel dimensions was con-

ig. 6 Variation in Poiseuille number, f Re�A, with Reynolds
umber

ig. 7 Comparison of experimental data of present work with
41202-6 / Vol. 131, APRIL 2009
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ducted, and the pressure drops due to the developing region, mi-
nor losses, and electroviscous effect were estimated using avail-
able models in literature. Channel deformation due to the pressure
inside the microchannel was found to be negligible since the pres-
sure drop changes linearly with the flow rate. Comparing the re-
sults with the general theoretical model shows good agreement
between the model and experimental data.

Uncertainty analysis showed that the measurement of channel
dimensions and flow rate is critical in microscales. Here, micro-
channel cross-section geometry was determined through process-
ing high quality images of the channel cross section.

According to the analytical model and experimental data of
present work, the Poiseuille number, f Re�A, was found to be only
a function of microchannel geometry in the range of Reynolds
numbers studied in this work. For rectangular cross sections, the
channel aspect ratio is the only parameter that affects the Poi-

Fig. 8 Variation in Poiseuille number, f Re�A, with Reynolds
number

Fig. 9 Comparison between experimental data of present
study and previous works
nalytical model of Bahrami et al. †1‡
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euille number. The analytical model employed in this work will
e applied to other channel geometries such as variable cross-
ection microchannels in our future work.
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omenclature
A  microchannel cross-sectional area, m2

At  tubing cross-sectional area, m2

cp  fluid specific heat, J /kg K
Ec  Eckert number, W2 / �2cp�Tref�

f  Fanning friction factor
H  channel half height, m
Ip  polar momentum of inertia, m4

Ip
�  specific polar momentum of inertia, Ip /A2

Kb  loss coefficient for bend
Kc  flow contraction loss coefficient
Ke  flow expansion loss coefficient
L  channel length, m

LD  developing region length, m
L�

 dimensionless length L /�A
Po  Poiseuille number, f Re�A
Q  volumetric flow rate, m3 /s

Re�A  Reynolds number, 	Q /��A
W  channel half width, m

reek
�Pb  bend pressure loss, Pa
�Pc  connecting tube pressure loss, Pa
�PD  developing region pressure loss, Pa
�Pex  exit pressure loss, Pa
�PFD  fully developed pressure loss, Pa
�Pev  pressure loss due to electroviscous effect, Pa
�Pin  inlet pressure loss, Pa

�  channel aspect ratio, 2H /2W
�  channel cross-section perimeter, m
�  fluid viscosity, kg /m s

�a  apparent viscosity, kg /m s
�eo  electro-osmotic mobility, m2 /V s

	  fluid density, kg /m3


b  fluid electrical conductivity, S/m
�  uncertainty

ppendix: Uncertainty Formulation
To calculate the uncertainty associated with the experimental
easurements the following relation is used �43�:

�R = �� � �R

�xi
�i	2
1/2

�A1�

here �R is the uncertainty in results, R�x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn�, and �i is
he uncertainty of the independent variable xi. If the results func-
ion, R�x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn�, takes the form of a product of the indepen-
ent variables, R=x1

a1x2
a2 , . . . ,xn

an, Eq. �A1� can be rewritten as

�R

R
= �� �ai

xi
�i	2
1/2

�A2�

he final form of the uncertainty of the Poiseuille number, Eq.
12�, is obtained using Eqs. �10� and �A2�.

To calculate the uncertainty of the channel cross section, A
4W�H, and perimeter, �=4�W+H�, Eq. �A1� is employed

� = � �A
� 	2

+ � �A
� 	2 1/2

�A3�
A �
�W W �H H 
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�� = �� ��

�W
�W	2

+ � ��

�H
�H	2
1/2

�A4�

where �A /�W=4H, �A /�H=4W, �� /�W=4, and �� /�H=4.
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